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Introduction

The Office of the Provost for Research, Innovation and Creativity is proud to release the AUC Faculty Publication 2018 in recognition of the outstanding research produced by its esteemed faculty across all fields and disciplines for the year.

The report is automatically generated from the Annual Faculty Reports (AFR), the faculty database software, and follows the policy set by Graham Harman, Associate Provost for Research Administration in 2011 which requires the listing of publications that have actually appeared during calendar year. Here, I would like to quote Harman in his 2011 AUC Faculty Publication introduction: “Quantity is not everything,” he remarks, “and mere quantitative output is no substitute for quality in research and creative endeavors. It should be noted that many productive AUC faculty do not appear on this list due to the simple accident that none of their completed research happened to appear in 2011 publications. Hence absence from this list should not be construed as an absence of research or creative activities.”

The annual series was first launched in the year 2006 by Provost Ali Hadi. Following in his footsteps, we continue to serve his initial vision while building on his goals to serve AUC’s current strategic directions.

These are as follows:

• To make visible all outstanding scholarly research and creative pursuits by AUC faculty.

• To serve as a vehicle for AUC faculty members to get to know about each others’ work and interests, so as to increase interdisciplinary and collaborative research.

• To help local and international communities identify AUC faculty based on fields of specialization and expertise.

• To recognize and uphold the importance of research and creative production as an integral part of faculty responsibilities.

• To serve as an accurate and near-complete database for AUC faculty members’ intellectual output.

Manuscript Classification Code

BK: Book
EB: Edited book
BC: Book chapter
BR: Book review
RJ: Article in refereed journal
CP: Article in conference proceedings
CS: Case Study
ME: Media appearance (radio, television, podcast)
CW: Creative work or exhibit
PT: Patent
OP: Other publications
Bibliography Style

**BK:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), *Book Title*, City: Publisher.

**EB:** Authors' names and abbreviations, Eds. (year), *Book Title*, City: Publisher.

**BC:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Chapter Title, in *Book Title*, (Editors’ names and abbreviations, Eds.), City: Publisher, pp–pp.

**BR:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —A Review of *Title of book reviewed* by book authors and abbreviations, City: Publisher of book, *Journal Name*, Volume number, pp–pp.

**RJ:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Article Title, *Journal/Proceedings*, Volume number, pp–pp.

**CP:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Article Title, *Name of Proceedings*, pp–pp.

**OP:** Authors' names and abbreviations, (year), —Article Title, *Name of Newspaper/Magazine*, pp–pp.

**Schools and centers are given in the following order:**
- Academy of Liberal Arts
- Core Curriculum
- Center for Learning & Teaching
- Graduate School of Education
- Rare Books & Special Collections Library
- Social Research Center
- School of Business
- School of Global Affairs & Public Policy
- School of Humanities & Social Sciences
- School of Sciences & Engineering
Academy of Liberal Arts

Dean: [Ghada Elshimi]

Arabic Language Instruction Department

Dalal Y. Abou El Seoud, Senior Instructor II

Kamal M. Ahmed Al Ekhnawy, Senior Instructor

Montasser M. Al-Qaffash, Senior Instructor

Sayed I. Daifallah, Instructor

Rasha E. Hassan, Instructor
CW: Hassan, R. E., Manual for Teaching Arabic Online, Cairo, Egypt. (2013 - Present)

Azza M. Hassanein, Senior Instructor

Hebatalla M. E. D. Salem, Senior Instructor II

Lisa J. White, Senior Instructor

Shahira M. Yacout, Senior Instructor II

English Language Instruction Department

Amani S. Demian, Senior Instructor

Susan A. El Esnawy, Senior Instructor II

Sophie M. Farag, Senior Instructor II

Rania K. Jabr, Senior Instructor II

Noha S. Khafagi, Senior Instructor II


Sanaa A.-H. Makhlouf, Senior Instructor II


Mariam H. Osman, Senior Instructor


Rhetoric and Composition Department

Hossam El-Din M. M. Attiah, Senior Instructor


Eden U. Bowditch, Instructor


Richard J. Byford, Senior Instructor

CW: Byford, R. J., "FYRE”, ALA. (2018 - Present)


CW: Byford, R. J., "Response to Read or not to Read...But That's not the Question”, New Chalk Talk. (2011 - Present)

Melanie P. Carter, Senior Instructor


Brooke S. Comer, Instructor

CW: Comer, B. S., "Hawamdia Factory Zone”, Hawamdia, Cairo, Egypt. (September 1, 2013 - Present)

Christina DeCoursey, Instructor

RJ: DeCoursey, C. (in press), "Fashioning Muslim mOP: Appraising professional Saudi men’s attitudes towards the thobe", *Critical Studies in Men's Fashion*, 19, Honolulu, Hawaii USA, USA.

Amani M. El Shimi, Senior Instructor II


Hadya El-Minyawi, Instructor


Michael A. Gibson, Senior Instructor

CW: Gibson, M. A., Cairo Christian Fellowship, Cairo, Egypt. (January 8, 2012 - Present)

Aliaa N. Hamad, Instructor

CW: Hamad, A. N., "Be Careful What You Wish for”, Aliaa Hamad, Cairo, Egypt. (October 8, 2016 - Present)

CW: Hamad, A. N., "Be Careful What You Wish for”, Aliaa Nabil, Cairo. (June 28, 2017 - Present)

Iman F. Hamam, Instructor


Richard C. Hoath, Senior Instructor II


Doris J. Jones, Senior Instructor II
CW: Jones, D., "Ahmed Toughan Exhibit”, AUC, New Cairo, Egypt. (April 2018)
CW: Croom Jr, P. M., D. J. Jones, D. J. Jones, and D. J. Jones, “Toughan Exhibition”, Dr Doris Jones and RBSCL, Main Library Lobby, AUC Campus. (March 2018 - May 2018)
CW: Croom Jr, P. M. and D. J. Jones, "AUC Rare Books and Special Collections Library: The Hidden Treasures”, RBSCL, AUC RBSC Library New Cairo, Egypt. (October 17, 2016 - May 30, 2019)
CW: Jones, D., "Centennial Exhibition Planning - Faces of AUC”, Use of Rare Books and Special Collections Library, AUC Centennial Committee, American University in Cairo, New Cairo, EG. (December 2017 - December 2019)
CW: Croom Jr, P. M. and D. J. Jones, "Centennial: AUC History/The Faces of the AUC”, RBSCL, RBSCL, AUC. (January 2018 - 2020)

Adam Klein, Instructor
CW: Klein, A., "Shine Your light." (June 2017 - February 2018)

George Marquis, Senior Instructor

Gretchen M. McCullough, Senior Instructor


CW: Mccullough, G. M., “Two Lovers and a Dead Man”, Gretchen McCullough, "Famous for Fifteen Theatre Festival" American University in Cairo, Cairo, Egypt. (April 2003 - Present)


CW: Mccullough, G. M., ”Hurricane Ron, by C.J. Hatch”, Book Reviews Online, Alabama Writers' Forum, Alabama. (September 2015 - Present)


CW: Mccullough, G. M., “Margaret the First." Rev. of Margaret the First, by Danielle Dutton”, The Literary Review, Fairleigh Dickinson University, Pennsylvania. (April 13, 2016 - Present)


CW: Mccullough, G. M., "Rev. of"A Greater Music" by Bae Suah, Trans. by D. Smith”, The Literary Review, Pennsylvania. (February 2017 - Present)

CW: Mccullough, G. M., "Rev. of"Whitefly" by Abdelilah Hamdouchi, Trans. J. Smolin”, Exchanges Literary Journal, University of Iowa, Iowa City. (February 2017 - Present)

CW: Mccullough, G. M., "Four Poems from "A Song by the Aegean Sea" by Mohamed Metwalli, Trans. Gretchen McCullough and the author”, Exchanges Literary Journal, University of Iowa, Iowa City. (April 2017 - Present)

CW: Mccullough, G. M., “Death of a Dog”, by Buthaina Al-Nasiri, Trans. by Gretchen McCullough and Mohamed Metwalli”, Gulf Coast Online, University of Houston, Houston, Texas. (July 2017 - Present)

CW: Mccullough, G. M., "Rev. of "Baghdad Eucharist" by Sinan Antoon, Trans. by Maia Tabet”, World Literature Today, University of Oklahoma. (September 2017 - Present)

CW: Mccullough, G. M., "Rev. of "Adua" by Igiaba Scego, Trans. by Jamie Richards”, The Literary Review, Pennsylvania. (October 2017 - Present)

CW: Mccullough, G. M., “Checking out the Apartment" by Montasser Al-Qaffash, Trans. by Gretchen McCullough and Mohamed Metwalli”, World Literature Today, University of Oklahoma. (November 2017 - Present)


Yasmine S. Motawy, Senior Instructor


Kathleen M. Saville, Senior Instructor


CW: Saville, K. M., "Racette the Raccoon Stopping by the Bird Feeder”, naturewriting.com. (September 2012 - Present)

CW: Saville, K. M., "Night is familiar”, naturewriting.com. (October 2012 - Present)

CW: Saville, K. M., "On Seeing as a Writer in Vermont”, Stonecoast MFA in Creative Writing, University of Southern Maine. (November 2012 - Present)

CW: Saville, K. M., “This isn’t Tinker’s Creek: A Pilgrim’s Ride to the Desert”, Stonecoast MFA in Creative Writing, University of Southern Maine. (November 11, 2012 - Present)


Wafaa E. Wali, Instructor

Sherine Y. Zaki, Instructor
CW: Zaki, S. Y., "News reader", Overseas Station, Radio Cairo. (July 1990 - Present)

Core Curriculum

Director: [Ghada El Shimi]

Natalia Borrego, Post-Doc

Nora Derbal, Post-Doc

Marina Marren, Assistant Professor

Mahmoud A. A. Shaltout, Assistant Professor
RJ: Khalil, A., M. A. A. Shaltout, and S. Costa (2018), "Identifying Opportunity for Online Education to Address HIV/HCV Knowledge Gaps in Health Professionals and


**CW:** Shaltout, M. A. A., "AUC Times & AUC Caravan Comics”, Cairo, Egypt. (October 2015 - Present)

**CW:** Shaltout, M. A. A., "’Nuzly and Lubna’ at Koshk Comics app”, Koshk Comics (as Mac Toot), Koshk Comics, Cairo, Egypt. (September 2016 - Present)

**Center for Learning & Teaching**

**Director:** [Hoda Mostafa]

**Bali, Maha A. B. M., Associate Professor of Practice**


Graduate School of Education

Acting Dean: [Ehab Abdel-Rahman]

Ted R.-F. Purinton, Associate Professor


International and Comparative Education

Teklu Bekele, Associate Professor

Heba F. El Deghaidy, Associate Professor

Ibrahim Karkouti, Assistant Professor

Nagwa Megahed, Associate Professor

**Gihan Osman, Assistant Professor**


**CW:** Osman, G., "Professional Educator Diploma in Early Childhood Education”, Center for Learning and Teaching, Graduate School of Education - AUC, Cairo, Egypt. (September 2017 - June 2018)

**CW:** Osman, G., "Professional Educator Diploma in Educational Leadership”, Center for Learning and Teaching, Graduate School of Education - AUC, Cairo, Egypt. (September 2017 - June 2018)

**CW:** Osman, G., "Introduction to Business Administration Blended Certificate”, Center for Learning and Teaching, School of Continuing Education, AUC, Cairo, Egypt. (November 2017 - June 30, 2018)

**CW:** Osman, G., "Egyptian Information and Communication Technology Competency Framework for Teachers (ICT CFT) Course”, Graduate School of Education / UACT, UNESCO, Egypt. (2017 - 2018)

**CW:** Osman, G., "MITx Collaboration Project”, Center for Learning and Teaching, American University in Cairo, Egypt. (2017 - Present)

**CW:** Osman, G., "Multiple Courses”, Multiple Departments at AUC, Cairo, Egypt. (January 2018 - Present)

**CW:** Osman, G., "Professional Educator Diploma in STEM Education”, Center for Learning and Teaching, Graduate School of Education - AUC, Cairo, Egypt. (January 2018 - Present)

**CW:** Osman, G., D. Y. Abou El Seoud, H. M. E. D. Salem, and S. M. Yacout, "Arabic Online Non-credit Courses”, Center for Learning and Teaching, Cairo. (March 2018 - Present)

**CW:** Osman, G., D. Y. Abou El Seoud, A. M. Hassanein, and S. M. Yacout, "Arabic Blended for Credit Courses”, Center for Learning and Teaching, Cairo. (September 2018 - Present)

**Jennifer A. Skaggs, Assistant Professor**


Mustafa Toprak, Assistant Professor


Thomas Wolsey, Assistant Professor

BC: Wolsey, T., D. Lapp, and M. Grant (in press), "What’s Involved in Preparing Students for Workplace Writing Success", in Developing Conceptual Knowledge Through Oral and Written Language, (Melanie Kuhn, Ed.) Guilford Publications.


Rare Books & Special Collections Library

Croom Jr Philip, Philip M., Senior Instructor


Muehlhaeusler, Mark P., Senior Instructor


Urgola, Stephen H., Senior Instructor

Social Research Center

Hoda Rashad, Professor


School of Business

Dean: [Sherif Kamel]

Accounting Department

Ahmed M. Abdel-Meguid, Associate Professor

Angie M. A. e. E. Abdelzaher, Assistant Professor


Mohamed A. K. Basuony, Associate Professor


CP: Hegazy, M., K. Hegazy, and M. Basuony (2018), "Auditing Firms Networks and their Members: Global interactions and cooperation or Go alone to maintain autonomy?" the 41st European Accounting Association (EAA) Annual Congress.


ME: Basuony, M. A. K., "El Fajr Newspaper."

Khaled M. Dahawy, Professor


Mohamed A. A. Hegazy, Professor


CP: Hegazy, M. A. A., K. R. Hegazy, and M. M. Basuony (2018), "Auditing Firms Networks and their Members: Global Interactions and Cooperation or lone Wolves for
Autonomy?" Yes, publish in A Journal, Milan, Italy 30 May- 1 June: 41 Annual Congress - European Accounting Association.

Khaled I. H. Samaha, Professor


CW: Samaha, K. I. H., "IMA Awareness event" ACCT major classes, AUC - Cairo - Egypt. (March 18, 2018)


CW: Samaha, K. I. H., "ACCA Awareness event" ACCT major classes, AUC - Cairo - Egypt. (October 8, 2018)

CW: Samaha, K. I. H., "A Comparative Analysis - Egypt vs. Europe", ACCT 4003 students (Contemporary Issues in Accounting), AUC - Cairo - Egypt. (September 1, 2015 - Present)

CW: Samaha, K. I. H., "Role playing" ACCT 3002 (Intermediate Accounting II) students, AUC - Cairo - Egypt. (September 4, 2016 - Present)


Nermeen F. A. Shehata, Assistant Professor


### Economics Department

**Samer Atallah, Associate Professor**

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1742-7363


**Mina Ayad, Assistant Professor**


**Mohammed Bouaddi, Associate Professor**


**Abeer M. El Shennawy, Associate Professor**


**Rami M. A. Galal, Assistant Professor**


Ahmed E. S. R. Mohamed El Safty, Associate Professor of Practice


Diaa M. A. Noureldin, Assistant Professor


Nagla E. Rizk, Professor


Rania Roushdy, Associate Professor of Practice


Mona A. S. Said, Associate Professor


Tarek H. Selim, Professor


Sarfaraz A. S. Syed, Assistant Professor


Management Department

Neveen Ahmed, Assistant Professor


Ali H. Awni, Professor of Practice


Islam A. A. Azzam, Associate Professor


Dina H. Bassiouni, Assistant Professor


Aliaa Elbassiouny, Associate Professor


Mohamed Medhat A. Aty Hassanein, Distinguished University Professor


RJ: Hassanein, M. M. A. Aty (2018), "Breakeven Analysis Business & Economics VS Finance, eech the case for leraning (developed to Case Center)."
https://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/products/view?id=158335

Ibrahim A. A. Hegazy, Professor
ME: Hegazy, I. A. A., "Al Ahram Daily newspaper."

Hoda Hosny, Professor

Rania M. S. Hussein, Assistant Professor

CP: Hussein, R. S., S. Hassan, and D. Ashley (2018), "User Engagement on Social Media: A Contrarian Analysis", (David Gal, University of Illinois a t Chicago Kelly Hewett, University of Tennes see Satish Jayachandran, University of South Carolina, Eds.) The Academy of Marketing Science.

Ayman A. A. F. Ismail, Assistant Professor


OP: Ismail, A. A. A. F. (in press), "Linkdotnet: from idea to exit."

Sherif H. Kamel, Professor


Hakim A. H. Meshreki, Assistant Professor


Dina F. Rateb, Associate Professor


Ahmed Mohamed H. A. Tolba, Associate Professor

Eskandar A. Tooma, Professor

Samir M. Youssef, Professor


School of Global Affairs & Public Policy
Dean: [Nabil Fahmy]

Center for American Studies & Research

Shahin, Magda K., Professor of Practice


OP: *Cairo Debates: Understanding Arab-American Relations (Published)*

Journalism & Mass Communication Department

Abdulla, Rasha A., Professor


Al-Atraqchi, Firas G., Associate Professor of Practice


Allam, Rasha N. M. G., Assistant Professor


Amin, Hussein Y., Professor


Close Doctor, Ronnie J., Assistant Professor


Dinana, Hesham, Assistant Professor


El Richani, Sarah, Assistant Professor


Fahmy, Shahira, Professor


Hamdy, Naila N., Associate Professor

King, Kimberly L., Associate Professor of Practice

Law Department

Jason A. Beckett, Assistant Professor

Usha Natarajan, Associate Professor

Middle East Studies Program

Robert D. Mason, Associate Professor

Public Policy & Administration Department

Abdelhalim, Khaled M, Assistant Professor


Ali, Hamid E., Associate Professor


Awad, Ibrahim A.-H., Professor of Practice

Barsoum, Ghada F., Associate Professor


Bhuiyan, Shahjahan, Associate Professor

El Baradei, Laila M., Professor

Karini, Artan, Assistant Professor

School of Humanities & Social Sciences
Dean: [Robert Switzer]
Applied Linguistics Department

Reem A. Bassiouney, Professor


ME: Bassiouney, R. A., "al-Sabaah."


Arab & Islamic Civilizations Department

Atta Gebril, Associate Professor


El Bindary, Amina, Associate Professor


El Naggar, Nehal M., Professor


Fernandes, Eleonora, Associate Professor

EB: Ed. (in press), *Food for Sufi Souls?*

**Hanna, Nelly B., Distinguished University Professor**

**BK:** Hanna, N. B., *Artisan Entrepreneurs in Cairo and Early Modern Capitalism (1600-1800).*

**BC:** Hanna, N. B., "History from Below, Dictionary from Below", Berkeley Calif, USA: University of California Press.

**BC:** Hanna, N. B., "Literacy among Artisans and Traders in Ottoman Cairo", London: Routledge, (Christine Woodhead, Ed.).

**BC:** Hanna, N. B., *Egyptian Civilian Society and Tax-Farming in the Aftermath of the Ottoman Conquest*, Leiden: Brill, (Nicolas Michel and Benjamin Lellouche, Eds.).


**Heshmat Hassan, Dina Yousry, Assistant Professor**


**O'Kane, Bernard, Professor**

**BK:** O'Kane, B. (2019), *Mosques: the 100 Most Iconic Islamic Houses of Worship,* New York, New York and Paris, France, USA, France: Assouline. https://www.assouline.com/products/mosque-ultimate?fbclid=IwAR3enkn0-N87WVPqqM7VoXEEx0QHgBMTUt1bl8_8hQeMMqB32V2LC72n5oZE


**BC:** O'Kane, B. (2018), *The Egyptian Art of the Tiraz in Fatimid Times*, Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Aga Khan Museum. https://www.academia.edu/36432756/The_Egyptian_Art_of_the_Tiraz_in_Fatimid_Times


**OP:** Mostafa, M. M. H. E. and B. O'Kane (in press), "Designing Sacred Spaces: the Mosque from the Past to the Present."
Serag, Mohamed A., Professor  

## Arts Department

### Jeanne D. Arnold, Associate Professor

**CW:** Arnold, J. D., "Costume Design: "Lysistrata" By Aristophanes in contemporary adaptation by Lotfi El Kholy; Directed by Jillian Campagna; Scenery and Lights designed by John Hoey", American University in Cairo, New Cairo, Egypt. (February 8, 2018 - March 27, 2018)

**CW:** Arnold, J. D., "Costume Design: "Al Aranab" by Lotfi El Kholy; Directed by Mahmoud El Lozy; Scenery and Lights designed by Stancil Campbell", American University in Cairo, New Cairo, Egypt. (September 12, 2018 - October 30, 2018)

**CW:** Arnold, J. D., "Costume Design: " Fuddy Mears" by David Lindsay-Abaire”, American University in Cairo, New Cairo, Egypt. (September 28, 2018 - November 19, 2018)

### John N. Baboukis, Professor

**CW:** Baboukis, J. N., "AUC Chamber Singers: Special Performance for the President”, AUC Chamber Singers, AUC, Watson House, AUC New Campus, New Cairo, Egypt. (March 14, 2018)


**CW:** Baboukis, J. N., H. Azab, A. Badr, K. El Demerdasch, and I. Rollo, "Cairo Choral Society: Music of Bach and M.-A. Charpentier”, Cairo Choral Society, with David Hales, organ, German Protestant Church, Cairo, Egypt. (May 4, 2018)

**CW:** Baboukis, J. N., H. Azab, A. Badr, K. El Demerdasch, and I. Rollo, "Cairo Choral Society & Festival Orchestra: Music of Bach and M.-A. Charpentier”, Cairo Choral Society & Cairo Festival Orchestra, Deutsche Evangelische Oberschule (DEO, the German Protestant School), Dokki, Cairo, Egypt. (May 8, 2018)


**CW:** Baboukis, J. N. and W. ElMahallawy, "Spring Concert: AUC Firqa”, AUC Firqa, AUC, Malak Gabr Theatre, AUC New Campus, New Cairo, Egypt. (May 13, 2018)

**CW:** Baboukis, J. N., "AUC Chamber Singers: Spring Concert”, AUC Chamber Singers, AUC, Malak Gabr Theatre, AUC New Campus, New Cairo, Egypt. (May 15, 2018)

**CW:** Baboukis, J. N., W. ElMahallawy, C. C. Green, D. Iskander, V. Foucard, K. El Demerdasch, N. Mahgoub, and A. Saber, "Fall Concert: the Lions of Cairo”, Lions of Cairo, AUC, Oriental Hall, Tahrir Campus, Cairo, Egypt. (October 25, 2018)

**CW:** Baboukis, J. N., W. ElMahallawy, C. C. Green, D. Iskander, N. Mahgoub, V. Foucard, and A. Saber, "Fall Concert: The Lions of Cairo”, Lions of Cairo, AUC, Courtyard, AUC Center for the Arts, New Cairo Campus, the American University in Cairo. (October 31, 2018)

CW: Baboukis, J. N., A. Boettcher, G. El Hadidi, G. Wanis, and G. Gamal, "Cairo Choral Society & Festival Orchestra: Handel’s Messiah", Cairo Choral Society & Cairo Festival Orchestra, German Protestant Church, German Protestant Church, Cairo, Egypt. (December 18, 2018)


Frank G. Bradley, Associate Professor


Jillian Campana, Professor


CW: Campana, J., "Lysistrata”, AUC Theatre, Cairo. (January 2018 - March 2018)

CW: Campana, J., "Antigone Now”, Flathead Theatre, Montana, USA. (August 2018 - November 2018)

CW: Campana, J., "Fuddy Meers”, AUC Theatre, Cairo. (September 2018 - November 2018)

Mahmoud El Lozy A. H. El Lozy, Professor

BC: El Lozy, M. E. L. A. H. (in press), "Translating for the Stage: Opportunities and Limitations”, in I don't know the title of the larger work, but it will consist of a collection of articles on various aspects of translation.

CW: El Lozy, M. E. L. A. H., “Ras el Sana” (New Year”, Film Clinic - Lagoonie Film Production, Directed by Mohamed Sakr, Cairo, Egypt. (September 15, 2018 - December 15, 2018)


Wael F. ElMahallawy, Associate Professor

CW: ElMahallawy, W., "Raged Motawahesha (Film Music Track)”, World Media Studio, New Cairo, Egypt. (December 2017 - January 2018)

CW: ElMahallawy, W., "Foaq El Sahab (TV Series Music Track)”, World Media, New Cairo, Egypt. (January 2018)


CW: Baboukis, J. N., W. ElMahallawy, C. C. Green, D. Iskander, V. Foucard, K. El Demerdasch, N. Mahgoub, and A. Saber, "Fall Concert: The Lions of Cairo”, Lions of Cairo, AUC, Oriental Hall, Tahrir Campus, Cairo, Egypt. (October 25, 2018)
CW: Baboukis, J. N., W. ElMahallawy, C. C. Green, D. Iskander, N. Mahgoub, V. Foucard, and A. Saber, "Fall Concert: The Lions of Cairo", Lions of Cairo, AUC, Courtyard, AUC Center for the Arts, New Cairo Campus, the American University in Cairo. (October 31, 2018)


Shady E. Elnoshokaty, Associate Professor of Practice
CW: Elnoshokaty, S. E., "The Rat Dairies - Drawing project", ART MARGINS - MIT press, MIT publishing house, Massachusetts.USA. (June 4, 2014 - Present)

Ghalia Elsrakbi, Instructor


CW: Elsrakbi, G., "ADEF /Educational Curricula”, Ghalia Elsrakbi, Cairo. (November 2017 - June 2018)

Terri J. Ginsberg, Assistant Professor


Chelsea C. Green, Associate Professor
CW: Green, C. C., "Baroque Inspired at Room Art Space”, Cairo Guitar Collective, Soft Power Productions, Cairo, Egypt. (February 24, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "Baroque Inspired at AUC's Moataz El Alfi”, Cairo Guitar Collective, AUC, New Cairo, Egypt. (February 26, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "Baroque Inspired at the Bibliotheca Alexandrina”, Cairo Guitar Collective, Alexandria, Egypt. (March 10, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Oriental Hall”, Cairo Guitar Collective, Cairo, Egypt. (May 3, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "Guitar Ensemble Concert”, AUC Guitar Ensemble, AUC Concert Series, New Cairo, Egypt. (May 7, 2018)
CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Malak Gabr Theater", Cairo Guitar Collective, New Cairo, Egypt. (May 9, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Cal State Uni. of San Bernardino (CSUSB)", Cairo Guitar Collective, Music Program, CSUSB, San Bernardino, California, USA. (May 29, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Uni. of California, Los Angeles, Organ Studio (UCLA)", Cairo Guitar Collective, UCLA Music Program, Los Angeles, CA, USA. (May 31, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Music Recital Hall", Cairo Guitar Collective, California State Polytechnic University of Pomona, Music Program, Pomona, CA, USA. (June 1, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Red Poppy Art House, San Francisco", Cairo Guitar Collective, Red Poppy Art House, San Francisco, CA, USA. (June 3, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Uni. of California, Davis, Olson Hall (UCD)", Cairo Guitar Collective, UC Davis, Davis, CA, USA. (June 4, 2018)


CW: Green, C. C., "Lions of Cairo at Ewart Concert Hall”, Lions of Cairo, AUC Concert Series, Cairo, Egypt. (October 25, 2018)

CW: Baboukis, J. N., W. ElMahallawy, C. C. Green, D. Iskander, N. Mahgoub, V. Foucard, and A. Saber, "Fall Concert: the Lions of Cairo”, Lions of Cairo, AUC, Courtyard, AUC Center for the Arts, New Cairo Campus, the American University in Cairo. (October 31, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Malak Gabr Theater”, Cairo Guitar Collective, AUC Concert Series, New Cairo, Egypt. (November 26, 2018)

CW: Green, C. C., "The Egyptian Composers Project at Oriental Hall”, Cairo Guitar Collective, AUC Concert Series, Cairo, Egypt. (November 29, 2018)


John Hoey, Associate Professor of Practice

CW: Hoey, J. S., "Coco”, El Adl Group (Sherihan), El Adl Group, Cairo, Egypt. (August 24, 2017 - May 1, 2018)

CW: Hoey, J., "Cairokee Festival City Concert”, Cairoke, Cairo, Egypt. (May 15, 2018 - May 20, 2018)

CW: Hoey, J., "Cairo International Film Festival Opening and Closing ceremonies”, Cairo International Film Festival, DMC channel, Cairo, Egypt. (November 1, 2018 - November 29, 2018)

Naglaa S. H. Ismail, Associate Professor of Practice


CW: Ismail, N. S. H., "Red Dots No Red Lines, Mouneer Alshaarani Design Retrospective", Department of the Arts, School of HUSS, The American University in Cairo, Cairo, Egypt. (February 18, 2018 - March 8, 2018)

Tania Kamal-Eldin, Associate Professor of Practice
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., “Behind High Walls/Short Film”, FIVE CONTINENTS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, Puerto la Cruz, Venezuela. (July 31, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., “Egyptian Sons”, Bengals International Film Festival, Bengaluru, India. (August 31, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., “Behind High Walls”, Bengals International Film Festival, Bengaluru, India. (October 28, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., “Behind High Walls”, Middle East Studies Association Film Fest, San Antonio, Texas, USA. (November 15, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., "Behind High Walls", All Lights India International Film Festival, Hyderabad, India. (December 5, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., "Behind High Walls”, WRPN.TV Short, Tight and Loose Global Film Festival Competition, Delaware, USA. (December 8, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., "Behind High Walls”, Canada Shorts - Canadian and International Short Film Festival, New Brunswick, Canada. (December 15, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., "Behind High Walls”, Tania Kamal-Eldin, CineKasimanwa: Western Visayas Film Festival. (December 8, 2018 - December 19, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., "Behind High Walls”, Model N Movie International Short Film Festival, Shibpur (Kolkata), Howrah, West Bengal, India. (December 21, 2018)
CW: Kamal-Eldin, T., "Juror for film festival”, Oneota Film Festival, Oneota Film Festival, Decorah, IA, USA. (2015 - Present)

Malek Khouri, Professor
CW: Khouri, M., "President. Visions: Cairo Short Film Festival”, American University in Cairo, Cairo. (April 25, 2018 - May 1, 2018)

Duncan MacDonald, Associate Professor of Practice
CW: MacDonald, D., "Can I Kick It?”, Oshawa, Ontario, Canada. (February 8, 2018 - March 4, 2018)
CW: MacDonald, D., "Hazem El Mestikaway: Concrete Poetry in Space”, Sharjah Art Gallery. (October 1, 2018 - October 25, 2018)

Haytham A. Nawar, Assistant Professor
CW: Nawar, H. A., "Cairotronica - Cairo Electronic and New Media Arts Festival”, Ministry of Culture and others., Cairo, Egypt. (May 5, 2018 - May 12, 2018)

Bahia M. D. Shehab, Associate Professor of Practice
CW: Shehab, B. M. D., “Glory to the Resistance”, Berlin, Germany. (July 2018)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D., “How Small is the State”, NUART, Stavanger-Norway. (September 2017 - September 2018)
CW: Shehab, B. M. D., "RASM Group Exhibition”, Khatt Foundation, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. (November 9, 2018 - November 30, 2018)
Robert Switzer, Associate Professor


English and Comparative Literature Department

Tahia K. G. Abdel Nasser, Associate Professor


Ferial J. Ghazoul, Professor


BR: Ghazoul, F. J. (2018), A Review of His entire poetic works by Fady Joudah, Cairo, Egypt: Al-Ahram Weekly, A Man for All Seasons.

EB: Ghazoul, F. J. Ed. (2018), Translation and the Production of Knowledge(s).

May Hawas, Assistant Professor


Justin B. Kolb, Assistant Professor

William D. Melaney, Professor
CW: Melaney, W. D., "Deconstructing the Modernist Approach to Literature", The Caravan, Cairo. (October 2017 - February 2018)

Amy Motlagh, Associate Professor

Stephen A. Nimis, Professor

History Department

Marie-Pascale Ghazaleh, Associate Professor
CW: Ghazaleh, M.-P., "Out of the archives: Accessing, exploring, and connecting fragmented histories", Europe in the Middle East - the Middle East in Europe, Berlin, Germany. (July 12, 2018 - July 14, 2018)

Philosophy Department

Catarina C.M. De M. Belo, Associate Professor

Graham Harman, Distinguished University Professor


**OP:** Harman, G. and P. O’Connor (2018), "On Metaphysics, Objects, and Decent Politics with Graham Harman", *Thales' Well podcast*. https://thaleswell.podbean.com/e/on-metaphysics-objects-and-decent-politics-with-graham-harmannal/?token=0b837604e21ed316a88b8676bea7d240&fbclid=IwAR2XJHB8Vi8J0EUgRV-Qj5IQZteLo7hVCYqWgLGe9TBwPOT3XeLjSR6KUNE


**OP:** Harman, G. (2018), "حول زعم ستيفن هوكنغ أن الفلسفة ماتت", (Muhammad Samer Alset, trans.), Cairo, Egypt: Tabah Foundation.

Surti Singh, Assistant Professor


Steffen W. Stelzer, Professor


Omid Tofighian, Assistant Professor


Alessandro Topa, Assistant Professor


**RJ:** Topa, A. R. (in press), “In the memory of these concrete living gests»: C. S. Peirce on Science of Review”, *Transactions of the Charles Sanders Peirce Society*, (Rober Lane & Cornelis de Waal, Eds.), University of Massachusetts, USA.


**Political Science Department**
Nesrine M. Badawi, Assistant Professor

Christopher Barker, Assistant Professor

Rabab A. El Mahdi, Associate Professor

Ezzedine C. Fishere, Associate Professor
CW: Fishere, E. C., "Bab El-Kheroug (Exit)”, Dar El Shorouk, Cairo.

Bahgat Korany, Professor
ME: Korany, B. (2018), "AllIttihad Newspaper."

Syed J. Maswood, Associate Professor

Shourideh Molavi, Assistant Professor

Marco Pinfari, Assistant Professor

Nadine M. S. Sika, Assistant Professor
RJ: Sika, N. M. S. (2018), "Repression, Cooption and Movement Fragmentation in Authoritarian Regimes Evidence from the Youth Movement in Egypt”, Political Studies, Online first. https://journals.sagepub.com/home/psx
EB: Sika, N. M. S. Ed. (in press), Beyond the Impasse: Dynamics of Youth Agency in Times of Crisis Mediterranean Politics.

Psychology Department

Mona M. Amer, Associate Professor
ME: Amer, M. M. (2018), "News@AUC”, April 23.

Carie L. Forden, Professor

Ithar Hassaballa, Assistant Professor

Hani M. Henry, Associate Professor

Julie Johnson-Pynn, Associate Professor

Heba M. W. Kotb, Associate Professor of Practice
ME: Kotb, H. M. W., "Al Ahram Daily Newspaper."
ME: Kotb, H. M. W., "Misr 25 satalite channel."
CW: Kotb, H. M. W., "Parenting consultations”, Cairo. (August 2018 - Present)
Jaime Mendoza, Associate Professor of Practice
ME: Mendoza, J. (2018), "News@auc", February 1.
ME: Mendoza, J. (2018), "News@AUC", February 5.
CW: Mendoza, J., "Professional Practic", Maadi, Cairo, Egypt. (April 2018 - Present)

Hassan Zaky, Professor

Sociology, Egyptology, and Anthropology Department

Mona M. Abaza-Stauth, Professor
ME: Abaza-Stauth, M. M., "Ahram online."

Ramy M. K. Aly, Assistant Professor

Mariam F. Ayad, Associate Professor

Fayza M. Haikal, Professor

Gerda Heck, Assistant Professor


Amy K. Holmes, Associate Professor

Holmes, A. K., "Occupy Turkey: Resistance in Baseworld”, American University in Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon. (September 2012 - Present)

Salima Ikram, Distinguished University Professor


Ikram, S. (2018), "Mainichi Newspaper, Japan."

Ikram, S., "Harmakis."

Ikram, S., "Livescience."


Ikram, S., "Tt 11-12 Djehuty Project”, Thebes. (January 2016 - February 2018)


Ikram, S., "Archaeozoologist”, Kom Ombo Wastewater Project, USAID, Kom Ombo. (November 2018)


Ikram, S., Middle Kingdom Theban Tombs Project, Egypt. (2017 - 2018)

Ikram, S., "KV10/KV63 Tomb of Amenmesse Project." (January 2017 - December 2018)

Ikram, S., "University of Michigan Abydos Middle Cemetery Expedition”, Abydos. (November 2018 - December 2018)

Ikram, S., Deir el-Ballas Mission, Deir el-Ballas. (December 2018)

Ikram, S., “Deir el Ballas”, Deir el-Ballas. (December 2018)


Dina W. Makram-Ebeid, Assistant Professor


Makram-Ebeid, D. W. (in press), "Precarious Revolution: Labor and neo-liberal securitisation in Egypt”, Dialectical Anthropology/Springer, (Editor of Special Issue:
Sian Lazar and Andrew Sanchez, Eds.), Germany, Germany. https://link.springer.com/journal/10624


**Helen M. Rizzo, Associate Professor**


**Malak S. Rouchdy, Assistant Professor**


**Reem Saad, Associate Professor**


**ME:** Saad, R. (2018), "Mada Masr", February 02.

**ME:** Saad, R. (2018), "Ibtidi”, February 05.

**Lisa K. Sabbahy, Assistant Professor**


**Hanan H. Sabea, Associate Professor**

**CW:** Saad, r. and M. Rieker, "Doing Well, Don't Worry. Short Tales of Women's Work and Mobility”, DEDI, FACE, Cairo, Egypt; Beirut, Lebanon, Aswan, Egypt. (August 2016 - January 2019)


**Manuel Schwab, Assistant Professor**

**CW:** Schwab, M., Berlin, Germany (fiscal regulation of refugees). (January 1, 2018 - January 28, 2018)

**School of Sciences & Engineering**

**Dean: [Hassan El-Fawal]**

**Architecture Department**

**Amr E. Abdel Kawi, Professor of Practice**


Sherif M. A. Abdelmohsen, Associate Professor


Tamer El Khouly, Assistant Professor


Momenbellah ElHusseiny, Assistant Professor


Hisham Gabr, Professor

Basil A. Kamel, Professor

http://www.civilejournal.org/index.php/cej/index


Magda M. H. E. Mostafa, Associate Professor


http://www.uia-phg.org/

Ahmed H. Sherif, Professor
http://www.uia-phg.org/

Nagwa H. Sherif, Professor

Khaled A. A. M. Tarabieh, Assistant Professor
Biology Department

Ahmed A. A. Abdellatif, Assistant Professor


Asma Amleh, Associate Professor


RJ: Soliman, A., A. Amleh, S. Kafafi, and A. R. Bos (2018), "Population ecology, reproduction and locomotion of the sand dollar Sculpsitechinus auritus in the Gulf of


**Arthur R. Bos, Associate Professor**


CW: Bos, A. R., "Inauguration of AUC Psychology Department”, MAD bossa, AUC Psychology Department, Cairo, Egypt. (March 7, 2018)

CW: Bos, A. R., "Exhibition Cabinet." (October 1, 2012 - Present)

**Ahmed Moustafa, Associate Professor**


Rania M. Siam, Professor


Suher K. Zada, Professor


RJ: Zada, S. K. (2018), "miRNA-221 and miRNA-222 are promising biomarkers for the progression of liver fibrosis in HCV Egyptian Patients.”, *Virus Research.*. doi.org/10.1016/j.virusres.2018.06.007


CW: Zada, S. K., "ASM Small Grants for Early Career Researchers in Egypt”, ASM Program Coordinator Peter Geoghan and Enas Newire Mrs. Enas Newire BSc, MSc, AFHEA Young Science Ambassador and Consultant to Egypt - ASM Young Ambassador to Egypt), American Society for Microbiology, USA. (January 2015 - Present)


Chemistry Department

Adham R. Ramadan, Professor


EB: Ramadan, A. R. Ed. (2018), Diversity on Egyptian University Campuses, USA: Twelfth Annual Strategic Leaders Global Summit on Graduate Education, Council of Graduate Schools.

Wael M. S. Ahmed, Associate Professor


https://www.journals.elsevier.com/international-journal-of-biological-macromolecules/

doi.org/10.26799/cp-nanotechfrance2018


Hassan M. E. S. Azzazy, Professor


Ehab El Sawy, Assistant Professor


Tamer Tawhid El-Idreesy, Associate Professor


Mayyada H. El-Sayed, Associate Professor


Mohamed A. Farag, Professor

Farag, M. (2018), "1. Hydroxycinnamic Acids: Natural Sources, Biosynthesis, Possible Biological Activities, and Roles in Islamic Medicine”, ELSEVIER.

Farag, M. (2018), "2. Bee Venom Composition: From Chemistry to Biological Activity”, ELSEVIER.


Farag, M. A., E. Mohsen, and El-Gendy, Abd El Nasser G. (2018), "Sensory metabolites profiling in Myristica fragrans (Nutmeg) organs and in response to
roasting as analyzed via chemometric tools”, *LWT-FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY*, 97, 684-692.

**RJ:** Farag, M. A., M. M. Elmassry, and S. H. El-Ahmady (2018), "The characterization of flavored hookahs aroma profile and in response to heating as analyzed via headspace solid-phase microextraction (SPME) and chemometrics”, *SCIENTIFIC REPORTS*, 8.

**RJ:** Farag, M. A., N. M. Fayek, and Abou Reidah, Ibrahim (2018), "Volatile profiling in Rhus coriaria fruit (sumac) from three different geographical origins and upon roasting as analyzed via solid-phase microextraction”, *PEERJ*, 6.


**Tarek Madkour, Professor**

**RJ:** El-Mehalmy, W. A., R. A. Azzam, Y. Hassan, M. AlKordi, and T. Madkour (2018), "Imide-Based Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity: Probing the Microstructure in Relation to CO2 Sorption Characteristics”, *ACS Omega*, 3, 2757-2764, American Chemical Society, USA.


**Essam Shaban Mohamed, Assistant Professor**


**Tamer Shoeib, Professor**


**ME:** Shoeib, T., "Al Watan."

**Hatem A. M. Tallima, Assistant Professor**


**Sonia Zulfiqar, Associate Professor**


**Computer Science & Engineering Department**

**El Kassas, Sherif M., Professor**


**ElBatt, Tamer, Associate Professor**


**RJ:** Abd-Elmagid, M., T. ElBatt, K. G. Seddik, and O. Ercetin (2018), "Stable Throughput of Cooperative Cognitive Networks with Energy Harvesting: Finite Relay Buffer and


**ME:** ElBatt, T. (2018), TV, "ALKAHERA TV Channel".

**Khalil, Awad H., Professor**


**Moustafa, Mohamed N., Associate Professor**


Rafea, Ahmed A. W., Professor

Shalan, Mohamed A., Associate Professor

Salama, cherif, Assistant Professor
Sharara, Hossam, Assistant Professor

Construction Engineering Department

Mohamed N. Abou Zeid, Professor

OP: Abou Zeid, M. N. (September 12, 2018), "Egypt’s & Uzbekistan: A Partnership Towards the Future."

OP: Abou Zeid, M. N. (October (4th Quarter/Autumn) 15, 2018), "Egypt’s & The Black Continent."


Ahmed S. Ezeldin, Professor


Ezzat H. Fahmy, Professor


Amr Hassanein, Professor


Ossama A. Hosny, Professor


Safwan Khedr, Professor


Khaled Nassar, Professor


Hosny, O. A., H. Abouorban, and K. Nassar (2018), "Delay Analysis Techniques in Construction Projects”, 8, Fredericton, Canada: Building Tomorrow’s Society, Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

Nassar, K. (2018), Capacity Building for Local Water and Sanitation Companies In Egypt (2017-2018) AUC.


Ezzeldin Y. Sayed-Ahmed Elbawab, Professor


Electronics Engineering Department

Hassanein H. Amer, Professor
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Mohab H. Anis, Professor


Yasser S. Gadallah, Associate Professor


CP: Mekawey, H. I., Y. Ismail, and M. Swillam (2018), "Silicon slot waveguide dispersion analysis and engineering through dynamic excess carrier generation", 105371G.

CP: Abdel-Galil, M., Y. Ismail, and M. Swillam (2018), "Subwavelength focusing in the infrared range using a planar metallic lens of binary slits with refractive index modulation", 105351W.

CP: Elsayed, M. Y., A. Gouda, Y. Ismail, and M. Swillam (2018), "Surface enhanced Raman scattering as a sensing technique using silicon nanowires and plasmonic nanoparticles."

Ahmed Mahmoud, Assistant Professor


CP: Desouky, M., A. Mahmoud, and M. Swillam (2018), "An all silicon-based metamaterial for mid-IR energy harvesting", 105410Z.


CP: Abdelsalam, M., A. Mahmoud, and M. Swillam (2018), "Polarization-independent dielectric metasurface for mid-infrared applications", 105421D.

Karim G. Seddik, Associate Professor


Mathematics & Actuarial Science Department

Amin, Zeinab H., Professor


De Young, Gregg R., Associate Professor


Hadi, Ali S., Distinguished University Professor


Lotfallah, Wafik B., Professor

Moutanabbir, Khouzeima, Assistant Professor

Mechanical Engineering Department

Tamer Abdelmaguid, Associate Professor


Mustafa H. Arafa, Professor


Salah M. El Haggar, Professor


Lamyaa El-Gabry, Associate Professor


Mohamed S. El-Morsi, Associate Professor
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Mahmoud M. Farag, Professor

Maki K. Habib, Professor


CW: Habib, M. K., "Robotics Design and Intelligence”, Academic, the 2rd International Symposium on Artificial Life and Robotics (AROB’2018), Oita, Japan. (June 2017 - January 2018)


Mohy S. Mansour, Professor


Mohamed F. A. Mohamed, Associate Professor

Materials Science and Engineering, 2018, 10 pages.
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/amse/2018/1825291/


Ashraf O. Nassef, Professor

Hanadi A. Salem, Professor


Mohamed A. Serag El-Din, Professor


Mohamed Serry, Associate Professor


Hani N. Sewilam, Professor


Maher Y. A. Younan, Professor

Mostafa Youssef, Assistant Professor


**Petroleum and Energy Engineering Department**

**Ahmed H. ElBanbi, Professor**


**Gehad Saad, Assistant Professor**


CW: Saad, G., "ADEPIC", SPE, AUC, AUE. (November 11, 2018 - November 15, 2018)

**Mohamed Hossain, Professor**


**Physics Department**

**Nageh K. Allam, Associate Professor**


CW: Allam, N. K., "Czech Science Foundation”, Czech Science Foundation, Czech Science Foundation, Czech. (May 2012 - Present)


CW: Allam, N. K., "Science and Technology Development Fund (STDF)”, Science and Technology Development Fund (STDF), Science and Technology Development Fund (STDF), Cairo, Egypt. (December 2015 - Present)

CW: Allam, N. K., "Egyptian National Academy of Sciences”, Egyptian National Academy of Sciences, Egyptian national Academy of Sciences, Cairo, Egypt. (December 2015 - Present)

CW: Allam, N. K., "Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS)”, Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS), Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS), Kuwait. (January 2017 - Present)
CW: Allam, N. K., "Office of Research Support-Qatar University.", Office of Research Support-Qatar University., Qatar University., Doha, Qatar. (July 2017 - Present)

CW: Allam, N. K., "The Word Academy of Sciences (TWAS)", The Word Academy of Sciences (TWAS), The Word Academy of Sciences (TWAS), Italy. (September 2018 - Present)


Adel M. M. A. Awad, Professor

Joumana M. T. El-Rifai, Assistant Professor


Ezzeldin A. Soliman, Professor


Mohamed Swillam, Associate Professor
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Desouky, M., A. Mahmoud, and M. Swillam (2018), "An all silicon-based metamaterial for mid-IR energy harvesting", 105410Z.


El Shamy, R. S. and M. Swillam (2018), "Experimental verification of layout physical verification of silicon photonics", 105371O.


Swillam, M., R. El Shamy, Q. Gan, and D. Khalil (2018), "Mid-infrared plasmonic gas sensor", 105411O.


Abdelsalam, M., A. Mahmoud, and M. Swillam (2018), "Polarization-independent dielectric metasurface for mid-infrared applications", 105421D.

Girgis, E., C. Tharwat, and M. Swillam (2018), "Polymer-coated silicon nanoparticle synthesis for optical applications”, 105430X.


Mekawey, H. I., Y. Ismail, and M. Swillam (2018), "Silicon slot waveguide dispersion analysis and engineering through dynamic excess carrier generation”, 105371G.


**CP:** Abdel-Galil, M., Y. Ismail, and M. Swillam (2018), "Subwavelength focusing in the infrared range using a planar metallic lens of binary slits with refractive index modulation", 105351W.

**CP:** Elsayed, M. Y., A. Gouda, Y. Ismail, and M. Swillam (2018), "Surface enhanced Raman scattering as a sensing technique using silicon nanowires and plasmonic nanoparticles."


**Ahmad Hamed, Assistant Professor**


Observation of $D^{\pm} \{ 0 \} 0$ meson nuclear modifications in Au+ Au collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200 \text{ GeV}$, arXiv preprint arXiv:1809.08737.


spin transfer to $\backslash$Lambda and $\backslash$bar Lambda hyperons in polarized proton-proton collisions at $\backslash$sqrt$\backslash$s$= 200$ GeV, arXiv preprint arXiv:1808.08000.


Appendices

AUC Summary of Output

- Creative Work or Exhibit: 21%
- Media Appearance: 12%
- Case Study: 1%
- Conference Proceedings: 16%
- Edited Book: 1%
- Book Review: 1%
- Book Chapter: 5%
- Book: 2%
- Other: 12%
- RJ: 28%
- Patent: 1%
School of Business

Total of RJS

[Bar chart showing the total of RJS for Economics, Accounting, and Management]

School of Sciences & Engineering

Total of RJS

[Bar chart showing the total of RJS for various fields including Architecture, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Construction, Electronics, Mathematics and Actuarial, Mechanical, Petroleum, and Physics]